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Debates are ongoing about the role of ASCT in the era of novel agents in the 

treatment of MM. The Arkansas Total Therapy (TT) approach was initiated in 1989 

(TT1, n=231) with the first-ever tandem melphalan-based ASCT (T-ASCT), 

providing median PFS of 3 years and OS of almost 6 years. As the role of 

thalidomide (T) was recognized in refractory MM, TT2 (n=668) addressed in a 

phase 3 trial whether T improved clinical outcomes over control patients, all of 

whom received more intensive induction prior to and introduced consolidation after 

T-ASCT. Mature data indicated with a median follow up of 10.2 years that indeed, 

for the T arm, CR rate and duration were superior as well as PFS and OS 

significantly prolonged in comparison with the control arm. As bortezomib (V) had 

been found effective in the relapse setting, TT3A (n=303) incorporated V and T and 

applied VTD for maintenance, whereas TT3B (n=177) applied VRD substituting T for 

lenalidomide (R). Both TT3 trials further improved CR, CR duration, PFS and OS in 

comparison with TT2. GEP, introduced with TT2 and applied to the majority of TT3 

patients, revealed that progress was limited to the ~85% with low-risk MM, 

whereas patients with high-risk MM experienced only modest improvements with 

median PFS and OS of 2.2 and 3.0 years, respectively. Based on close follow-up of 

all TT patients, our data are consistent with cure profiles from the very outset of 

TT1 and ongoing improvements with TT2 and TT3. Given the 10-year OS with 

TT2+T and projected OS of 13+ years for low-risk MM, the issue of abandoning 

melphalan-based T-ASCT requires another 5 to 7 years of follow-up to determine 

whether non-ASCT approaches can achieved similar outcomes. We have therefore 

advised that the 15% of patients with high-risk MM and PFS/OS expectations of < 3 

years are ideally suited to determine the potential of non-ASCT-based solely novel 

agent-based therapy can provide comparable or superior outcomes. Such 

investigations require the pre-treatment performance of GEP for risk assignment, 

given its superior discriminatory prognostic power. We have applied TT4 for low-risk 

and TT5 for high-risk MM, emphasizing in TT5 dose-dense and less dose-intense 

therapies in order to reduce the relapse potential during drug-free phases of 

therapy.  

 


